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TEST 7 
 
1-   Your order ....... tomorrow, so you ........ 

it on Friday. 

A) is being sent/have received 
B) will be sent/should receive 
C) has been sent/must be received 
D) will have sent/can receive  
E) is going to send/are received 

2-   Apparently, the incident ....... the 
reputation of the club as it ........ quite a 
few members recently. 

A) was damaged/was losing 
B) has damaged/has lost 
C) will be damaged/is losing 
D) can damage/has been lost  
E) will have damaged/is lost 
 

3-   If the topsoil that ....... much of the 
Earth's surface ....... in some way, it can 
he carried away by wind or washed 
away by water in a process called 
erosion. 

A) is covering/hasn't protected 
B) has covered/won't have protected 
C) covers/isn't protected 
D) is covered/won't be protected 
E) was covered/hadn't been protected 
 

4-   Although their carpets ....... primarily 
for mosques, sometimes, they ....... 
designs for restaurants and hotels as 
well. 

A) are designed/produce 
B) have been designed/were produced 
C) will be designed/were producing 
D) have designed/had been producing  
E) design/are producing 
 

5-    The board ....... that a takeover by a 
foreign company ....... at all costs. 

A) was decided/should avoid 
B) has been decided/was avoided 
C) decided/may have avoided 
D) has decided/must be avoided  
E) decides/would avoid 

6-   I am attending a presentation by Ford 
today, but I ....... whether I ....... a really 
formal suit or something more 
comfortable. 

A) won't decide/have worn 
B) mustn't decide/could have worn 
C) won't be decided/wear 
D) haven't been decided/will wear  
E) can't decide/should wear 

7-   While the injured child ........ to the 
ambulance on a stretcher, a woman ....... 
running, saying that she was his mother. 

A) had been carried/will come 
B) was carrying/was coming 
C) was being carried/came 
D) has been carrying/could come  
E) has been carried/has come 

8-   After he ....... his restaurant, he ....... 
hard every day to make it successful, so 
his business became a popular eating 
place. 

A) has opened/will work 
B) was opened/will be working 
C) was opening/had worked 
D) had opened/worked 
E) has been opened/is working 

9-   When the new road around the town 
........ the noise levels in our street 

A) was completed/dropped 
B) has completed/have dropped 
C) had been completed/drop 
D) completed/had been dropping  
E) will have completed/will drop 

10- After better lighting ....... in the office, 
Jennifer's headaches ...... 

A) is installing/should disappear 
B) was installed/disappeared  
C) had been installed/have disappeared  
D) will have installed/is disappearing  
E) installed/was disappearing 
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11- The tourists ....... about the way in which 
they ....... by the tour operators during 
the trip. 

A) can complain/were treating 
B) were complained/are being treated 
C) are complaining/have treated 
D) have been complained/are treated  
E) complained/had been treated 
 

12- I wonder whether the electrical store 
....... us tomorrow for the delivery of the 
freezer or not, 

A) is charged B) will charge 
C) has charged         D) is being charged 
E) will be charged 

13- The Prince Henry car ....... by Vauxhall 
in 1911.   Today only eleven ........ all of 
which are priceless. 

A) introduced/are existing 
B) was introduced/exist 
C) have been introduced/existed 
D) had introduced/have existed  
E) used to introduce/will exist 

14-I ....... about the famous poet Celin's 
tragic personal life while I ....... 
information for my essay. 

A) am learning/researched 
B) have learnt/had researched 
C) learnt/was researching 
D) will learn/have been researched  
E) was learnt/had been researching 

15- According to archaeological records,  
chickens ....... for the first time in the 
cities of the Indus Valley in about 3000 
BC. 

A) had domesticated 
B) have been domesticated 
C) were domesticating 
D) used to domesticate 
E) were domesticated 

16- The origin of April Fool's Day, the first 
day of April, is uncertain, but it ........ to 
arrival of spring in late March, when 
nature ........ to "fool" humanity with 
changes in weather. 

A) has been related/has said 
B) may be related/is said 
C) ought to relate/has been said 
D) relates/is saying 

E) can be related/will say 

17- Generally, Mr Eames ........ fay his 
colleagues, but he ....... to be aware of 
this fact. 

A) isn't liked/doesn't seem 
B) doesn't like/hasn't seemed 
C) didn't like/didn't seem 
D) hasn't liked/won't have seemed  
E) won't have liked/didn't seem 
 

18-I know you ....... my cosmetics again as 
right now, I ....... my perfume in the 
room. 

A) are used/am smelling 
B) used/could have smelt 
C) have been using/can smell 
D) were used/must be smelling  
E) are using/have smelt 

19- This is the fifth time I ....... a phone call 
for a hairdresser's. I wonder if our 
number  ....... by mistake in a 
hairdresser's advertisement. 

A) am receiving/is printing 
B) was received/was printed 
C) had received/were printing 
D) have received/has been printed  
E) will have received/printed 

20- Every year, more than 200.000 acres of 
forest ....... in the USA by fires in a single 
summer. 

A) are destroyed 
B) have been destroying 
C) will have destroyed 
D) were destroying 
E) ought to have destroyed 

21- Serving as president of the National 
American Women Suffrage Association, 
Carrie Chapman Catt ........ success in 
1920 when women ....... equal rights to 
vote in the US. 

A) achieved/were given 
B) had achieved/were giving 
C) would have achieved/had given 
D) could achieve/have been given  
E) has achieved/would be given 
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22- The disease of cattle, Texas Fever, ....... 
in the Western Hemisphere during the 
Spanish colonisation of Mexico, but by 
1980, it ....... completely from the US. 

A) had introduced/was eradicated 
B) introduced/was eradicating 
C) must be introduced/could be eradicated 
D) has been introduced/had eradicated  
E) was introduced/had been eradicated 

23- Salt ....... in Salzkammergut, Austria, 
since prehistoric times, but the town ....... 
most of its income today from tourism. 

A) was being mined/is gaining 
B) was mined/has been gained 
C) has been mined/gains 
D) is being mined/gained  
E) will be mined/has gained 

24- I really hate ....... by salespeople when 
I'm shopping. 

A) to have pestered  B) being pestered 
C) to pester  D) pestering 
E) having pestered 

25- Don't forget us all as soon as you 

A) were promoting 
B) will promote 
C) were promoted 
D) have been promoted  
E) will be promoting 

26- The plants in the hall....... after by the 
caretaker, who ....... them every day. 

A) are looking/is watering 
B) were being looked/has watered 
C) have been looked/is watered 
D) are looked/waters 
E) will have looked/watered 

27- A: What have you done to your wrist?  
B: I ....... off a cliff face while I ....... on 

Saturday. 

A) fell/was climbing 
B) was falling/climbed 
C) had fallen/have climbed 
D) have fallen/was climbed  
E) fall/would be climbing 

28- When she ........ her husband, Silvia ....... 
herself to weave rush seats, and now she 
repairs them for her livelihood. 

A) was divorced/has taught 
B) has divorced/was teaching 
C) is divorced/will be taught 
D) divorced/taught 
E) was divorcing/had been taught 
 

29- I....... able to calculate quotations for 
customers since the company procedure 
....... to me. 

A) will be/has explained 
B) have been/was explained 
C) was/had explained 
D) should be/were explaining  
E) am/will have explained  
 

30- At the end of the training session, you 
....... a test. Students who pass ....... to 
scuba dive in the open seas. 

A) are given/have allowed 
B) have given/have been allowed 
C) will be given/will be allowed 
D) had been giving/are allowed 
E) have been giving/will have allowed 
 

31- Oh gosh! You ....... meeting Leonardo Di 
Caprio in real life. I wish I had been 
you. 

A) could have excited 
B) must have been excited 
C) might have been exciting 
D) should have excited 
E) are supposed to be excited 
 

32- The garden of our house ........ from the 
farm next door by a stream. 

A) is separated B) separates 
C) will separate       D) has separated 
E) separated 
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33- So long as you ....... them a reasonable 
price, I'm sure they the tiles from you. 

A) have been given/bought 
B) give/will buy 
C) had been giving/are buying 
D) will give/are bought 
E) are given/have been buying 

34- Hopefully, I ....... comfortable in my job 
by the time I ....... my training. 

A) have felt/was finishing 
B) was feeling/was finished 
C) am going to feel/am finished 
D) will have felt/finished  
E) will be feeling/finish 

35- Why is it always regarded as so funny 
when someone ........ in the face with a 
cream-pie? 

A) was slapping 
B) is slapped 
C) will have slapped 
D) has slapped 
E) had been slapped 

36- I ....... him only when he ....... himself to 
be a decent manager. 

A) have trusted/was proved  
B) had trusted/has proved 
C) will trust/proves 
D) trust/proved 
E) trusted/had been proved 

37- Are you sure you ....... your sun hat? It 
looks as if it ....... quite hot. 

A) haven't needed/has been getting 
B) aren't needed/has got 
C) won't need/is going to get 
D) hadn't needed/was getting  
E) don't need/had been getting 

38- Festivals and holidays ....... since ancient 
times. 

A) have been celebrated 
B) are being celebrated  
C) might have celebrated  
D) were celebrated  
E) are supposed to celebrate 
 
 

39- We ....... into our new flat until the 
electricity ....... . 

A) wouldn't move/was connecting 
B) shouldn't move/has connected 
C) don't move/will be connected 
D) haven't moved/was connected  
E) can't move/is connected 
 
 
 

40- The police suspected that the drugs ....... 
in the basement, but they ....... any. 

A) are storing/aren't finding 
B) were stored/didn't find 
C) could have stored/won't find 
D) had been stored/don't find  
E) will be stored/weren't found 
 
 
 

41- Carrots ....... to be good for your 
eyesight. 

A) are believed B) have believed 
C) believe               D) will believe 
E) will be believed 

 

 

42- Aunt Sue ........ on by now. Let's 
telephone the hospital and inquire how 
she is. 

A) should have operated 
B) must have been operated 
C) might be operating 
D) ought to be operating  
E) will have operated 
 

43- We ....... something to eat and drink 
when we have cleared up because we ...... 
for five hours without a break. 

A) were needed/had been working 
B) needed/have been working 
C) are needed/are going to work 
D) will need/will have been working  
E) need/are working 
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44- Their salesman ....... that all their cars 
....... with air conditioning. 

A) was claimed /will be supplied 
B) is claimed/had been supplied 
C) claims/are supplied 
D) will claim/have supplied  
E) has claimed/are supplying 

45- The original Mill House ........ down in 
the 19th century, and afterwards, it ....... 
with striking red bricks. 

A) was burnt/was rebuilding  
B) burnt/was rebuilt 
C) would burn/rebuilt 
D) has burnt/has been rebuilt  
E) had been burning/had rebuilt 
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